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ABSTRACT 
Diagonally range dolninunt (DRD) matrices were introduced and studied by 
Mitra. In the present paper, which is partly expository, Mitra’s results are reviewed 
and several additional results on DRD matrices are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let z,, ,, be the class of all m X II matrices defined over a field 9. When 
m = II, we denote the class by x. Let C E z,,,,. Consider the partitioned 
form of C, 
where C, , is a square matrix of order IL, 1 I tl 5 min(m, n). For a matrix 
C E %I,.,,> let C’ be the transpose, C’ the conjugate transpose (for complex 
C), _&CC) the column span (range), and C- a generalized inverse of C, i.e., 
C- is a solution of the equation CXC = C. We begin with the following two 
definitions. 
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DEFINITION 1. The matrix C E F,,, is said to be upper diagonally range 
dominant (upper DRD) if for all u, 1 I u I midm, n), 
4C12> c4C11) and 4G) c4Cid. (2) 
Suppose P, = ( pij) is an m X m permutation matrix with pij = 1 if and 
onlyifj = m + 1 -i. 
DEFINITION 2. A matrix B E 5$,, is said to be lower diagonally range 
dominant (lower DRD) if P,,, BP,, is upper DRD. 
A matrix is diagonally range dominant (DRD) if it is both upper and lower 
DRD. 
With m = n, the above definitions reduce to the ones given by Mitra [7], 
who considered matrices in K. Note that in view of Definition 2, one need 
not study upper and lower DRD matrices separately. 
In this communication, we review the results of Mitra [7] and derive 
several additional results on DRD matrices. The following definitions are 
needed in the sequel, generalizing familiar ideas from z. 
DEFINITION 3. A matrix A = (aij) in S,,, is said to be a leading 
diagonal matrix if aij = 0 whenever i # j. Similarly, A will be called a 
trailing diagonal matrix if aij = 0 whenever i - j # m - n, or, equivalently, 
A is trailing diagonal if P,,, AP, is leading diagonal. 
A leading diagonal matrix will be denoted by A and a trailing diagonal 
matrix by V. 
DEFINITION 4. A matrix A = (aij) in Fm,, will be said to be an 
extended lower (upper) triangular matrix if aij = 0 whenever j > i (j < ii. 
2. RESULTS 
The following result [7] f 11 o ows trivially from the definition of upper 
(lower) DRD matrices. 
LEMMA 1. If C is upper DRD, lower DRD, or DRD, then so is 
(a) C’ (C’ for complex matrices), 
(b) &CD,, where D, and D, are nonsingular diagonal matrices of 
appropriate orders. 
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The next result is relatively nontrivial. 
LEMMAS. v-c E%,n is upper DRD and L(U) is a nonsingular lower 
(upper) triangular matrix, then LC (CU) is upper DRD. 
Proof. For any partition of C as in (l), partition L conformably as 
Then 
i 
LllCll 
Lc = -LCll + h?C,l 
LllCl2 
L&l2 + L&22 1 
Now, C is upper DRD implies .&L,,C,,) c.H(L,,C,,). Also, since C,, = 
YC,, for some Y, we have 
L,lCll + ~&21 = ( L21Gl’ + L&-2)~&11~ 
showing that LC is upper DRD. The other part is proved similarly. W 
COROLLARY 1. If c EFmn , and L and U are nonsingular lower and 
upper triangular matrices, then LCU is upper DRD if and only if C is upper 
DRD. 
The following result follows from Definition 1. 
LEMMA 3. For any two matrices A and B, with A square, 
is upper DRD if and only if both A and B are upper DRD. 
Theorem 1 provides a characterization of upper DRD matrices. 
THEOREM 1. Let C E S,,, be partitioned as 
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where C,, is a square matrix. Then C is upper DRD if and only if 
(a) C,, is upper DRD, 
(b)~(Clz) cJ(C,,) and A(C&) c&C;,), and 
(4 G2 - WXFI, is upper DRD for some generalized inverse C, of 
CU. 
Proof. Suppose 
where C,, is u X u, is upper DRD. Let 
i 
L 0 
L= 
-C,,G I i 1” k-U ’ u= 0 - C&V2 z n-u 1. 
Then 
( Cl, 0 LCU= o I G, - G,C,C,, ’ (3) 
where in deriving in (3) we have used the fact that C is upper DRD. The 
matrix LCU is upper DRD by Corollary 1. Also, by Lemma 3, both C,, and 
C - C,,C[lC,, are upper DRD. Condition (b) is by definition. 
e2Conversely, let (a>, (b), and (c) hold. Then, (3) holds by (b), and by (31, 
Lemma 3, and Corollary 1, we get that C is upper DRD. 
COROLLARY 2 [71. Let C = ((cij)), cl1 # 0, be a matrix in z, and 
suppose that the matrix 
results when the elements in the first column of C other than cl1 are reduced 
to zero by sweepout operations on the rows of C. Then if C is upper DRD, so 
is C,. 
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REMARK 1. For m = n, the characterization of upper DRD matrices 
given in Theorem 1 is similar to the characterization of nonnegative definite 
matrices given by Albert [l]. 
REMARK 2. Let C be an upper DRD matrix partitioned as in Theorem 
1, and let Cr< be a generalized inverse of C,,. By Theorem 2 of Bhi- 
masankaram [2] it follows that 
C--C 
i 
Cl< + c,c,,G2.,c21c1, -cx12%2.1 
-c- c c- c,., I (4 22.1 21 11 
is a generalized inverse of C, where 
C 22.1 = c22 - c,,c,c12 (5) 
THEOREM 2. Zf C E Fm,, is upper DRD, there exists a lower triangular 
matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U with diagonal elements in both L 
and U unity such that LCU = A. 
Proof (By induction on the number of rows). For m = 1, the result is 
trivially true. Therefore, to avoid trivialities, let m > 2 and assume the result 
to be true for m - 1 rows. If C E 9m,n is upper DRD, we can find L and U 
satisfying the conditions of the theorem such that 
LCU= (C;1 ;,) 
where C,, is 1 X 1. For, if C = (cij> and cl1 = 0, we can take L = I, and 
U = Zn,; if cl1 # 0, let 
L= 
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By Theorem 1, C, is upper DRD and it has m - 1 rows. Therefore, by the 
induction hypothesis, C,, = L,A,U,, where L,(U,) is lower (upper) triangu- 
lar with diagonal elements unity and A1 is a leading diagonal matrix. Then 
which is clearly leading diagonal. W 
COROLLARY 3. A matrix C E S;-,,, is upper DRD if and only if it can be 
written as C = LAU where L(U) is lower (upper) triangular with unit 
diagonal elements and A is a leading diagonal matrix. Similarly, C E Fm,, is 
lower DRD if and only if C = U VL where V is a trailing diagonal matrix and 
L, U are as above. 
LEMMA 4 (Cholesky type decomposition). Zf C E A$,-,,, is upper DRD, 
then C can be expressed as 
C = T,T; (6) 
where TI = (tij> is an extended lower triangular matrix such that if tii = 0 
for some i then t.i = 0 for allj = 1, 2;.-, m, and Ts is lower triangular with 
all its diagonal e ements unity. (The roles of T, and T, can be interchanged.) t 
Proof. Let us write C = LAU, where L, A, U are as defined in 
Corollary 3. Observe that T, = LA is an extended lower triangular matrix. 
Similarly, AU is an extended upper triangular matrix. If a diagonal element in 
A is zero, the corresponding column in LA is also null. n 
The decomposition (6) for square matrices was obtained by Mitra [7]. In 
Mitra’s decomposition, both T, and T, are triangular matrices such that (i) if 
a diagonal element in Ti(i = 1, 2) is null, so is the entire column, and (ii) in 
T, and T,, zeros occur at identical diagonal positions. However, condition (ii) 
above is unnecessary, as it can be seen easily that the diagonal elements of T, 
can be arbitrary, and hence without loss of generality, can be assumed to be 
all equal to unity. 
For a matrix C E Fn, Mitra [7] also established the following 
LEMMA 5. 
(a) The lower triangular matrices occurring as the leading principal 
minors of order u in T, and T, provide the Cholesky type &composition for 
cu. 
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(b) The lower triangular matrices occum’ng as the trailing principal 
minors of order n - u in T1 and T, provide the Cholesky type decomposition 
for C,., = C,s - GJ%C,2. 
For two matrices A and B, we write A 8 B to mean the sum of A and 
B when A and B are disjoint in the sense that the column spans of A and B 
are virtually disjoint (that is, have only the null vector in common) and the 
row spans of A and B are virtually disjoint. The following results were 
established in [7]. 
LEMMA 6. If the matrix C E K is upper DRD and C is partitioned as in 
(l), then 
c = C(1) @ C(2). 
where 
% = ( Cl1 Cl2 c 21 c,,c,c,, ) =G) = (8 :, - c,,c,c,,)~ 
LEMMA 7. Let C E 3 be upper DRD, and C be partitioned as in (1). 
Let C- be an arbitrary generalized inverse of C, and (C-1, be the trailing 
principal minor of order n - u. Then 
cc-122 E P&J ) 
where C,,, 1 = c22 - c2,ciic,2 and {C&} is the set of generalized inverses 
of Cz2.1. 
It was pointed out in [7] that the inverse of an invertible upper DRD 
matrix is not necessarily DRD. However, the inverse of an invertible upper 
DRD matrix is lower DRD, which implies that the inverse of an invertible 
DRD matrix is necessarily DRD. This prompted Mitra [7] to raise the 
following question: Does a singular DRD matrix in 5 have a DRD general- 
ized inverse? We answer this question partially in 
THEOREM 3. Let C E Fm n 
lower DRD generalized inverse: 
be an upper DRD matrix. Then C has a 
Proof. First, if m = n and C = LDU, where D is a diagonal matrix, 
then C-= U-‘D-L-’ is a generalized inverse of C which is lower DRD. 
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Next, let us assume that rrz < n. Write C = LOdUO and let 
(7) 
Clearly L is a lower triangular matrix of order 72 with all diagonal elements 
unity. Then 
L(~)“o= (z)=B, say, (8) 
is also upper DRD, as 
is a diagonal matrix of order n. Partition D as 
where D, is an m X m diagonal matrix. Then, it is easy to see that D, = 0. 
Suppose 0; is a diagonal generalized inverse of D,. Then 
is clearly a generalized inverse of D. Now, let L-l be partitioned as 
L-1 = LG’ 0 = (L ; L ) ( i 0 I 1 2 
where 
L, = (Lf ), L, = (;). 
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Now, let L, = (L, i O>, L, = (0 i Z 1. Then 
= LDU, = DU,,, 
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(9) 
whence L, DU,, = C. Ako, from (91, 
D = L-‘BU,-’ = (L, ; L,) (;)&-I, 
whence 
D = L,CU,-‘, so DU, = L,C. 
Hence, 
CU,-‘D-L& = L, DU,U,-‘D-L& = L, DD-L,C 
= L,DD-DUO= L,DU,,=C, 
so that C - = Vi1 D-L, is a generalized inverse of C. To see that C- = 
U;‘D-L, is lower DRD, observe that C- is lower DRD if and only if 
(C- i 0) is a lower DRD square matrix. Now, 
(C- j 0) = (U;‘D-L, i 0) = U,-‘D-( L, ; 0) 
= u,-‘D-L-’ 
which is clearly lower DRD. The case m > 12 can be handled by taking the 
transpose. n 
REMARK 3. Clearly, a lower DRD matrix must now have an upper DRD 
generalized inverse. Mitra’s question for DRD matrices would be answered 
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completely if one could show that the lower DRD and upper DRD general- 
ized inverses of Theorem 3 and this remark coincide. 
COROLLARY 4. Zf C is an upper DRD matrix of rank r, one can obtain a 
lower DRD generalized inverse of C of every possible rank > r. 
REMARK 4. Let C be an upper DRD matrix partitioned as in Theorem 
1. By Theorem 1, both C,, and C,,., = C,, - C,,CfiC,, are upper DRD 
and hence, by Theorem 3, have lower DRD generalized inverses. If Cr; and 
C& are lower DRD, it is easy to verify that the generalized inverse of C 
given in Remark 2 is lower DRD. 
The following result gives another representation of upper DRD matrices. 
THEOREM 4. Any upper DRD matrix C E Fm,, can be written as 
C = ediAi (10) 
i=l 
where (Y = min(m, n), the di’s are scalars, and the Ai’s are matrices of rank 
one with their first i - 1 rows and first i - 1 columns null and the (i, i)th 
element unity. 
Proof. Since C is upper DRD, we have C = LAU. Write L and U as 
4 
L = (l,,l,,-**,l,), u= I . 
i I 42 
Then 
c = LAU = f diliui = 2 di Ai, 
i=l i=l 
where d, is the (i, i)th element of A. Clearly, the matrices Ai satisfy the 
conditions of the theorem. n 
REMARK 5. The representation (10) of upper DRD matrices is essen- 
tially unique in the sense that if 
c = ;diAi = 2 SiBi, 
i=l i=l 
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where ( Ai} and { Bi} satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4, then di # 0 * di 
= Si, Ai = Bi Vi. 
The following result is obvious. 
LEMMA 8. Every lower (upper) triangular matrix with diagonal ele- 
ments equal to unity can be obtained from an identity matrix by adding to 
rows (columns) multiples of previous rows (columns). 
The row (column) operations specified in Lemma 8 will be denoted by 
R(C). 
THEOREM 5. Every upper DRD matrix can be brought to a leading 
diagonal form by the operations R and C alone. Conversely, any matrix that 
can be brought to leading diagonal form by the operations R and C alone is 
upper DRD. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 8 and Theorem 2. n 
Let det A denote the determinant of a square matrix A. We then have 
LEMMA 9. Let C E .9& by an upper DRD matrix. Partition C as in (1). 
Then 
det (C,,) = d,d, **a d,, u = 1,2;.*, CY, Ly = min(m, n), 
where di is the (i, i)th element of A in the representation LAU of C. 
Proof, Write C = LAU, and partition C, L, U as 
where C,,, L,,, U,, are each of order u X u for u = 1, 2,-m*, cx. The result 
then follows by recalling that det L,, = 1 = det UI1, for all u = 1, 2;*-, cr. 
n 
LEMMA 10. Let c EFrn,". Then there exist permutation matrices P and 
Q such that PCQ is upper DRD. 
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Proof. Let rank C = r. Then it can be easily seen that there exist 
permutation matrices P and Q such that 
where B is a nonsingular matrix of order r such that all leading principal 
minors of orders 1, 2;.0, T of B are nonzero. Hence 
r = rank C = rank ( PCQ) = rank B. (11) 
Define 
1, 1, 
-EB-’ 0 
-B-‘D 
I,-, 
Then, since F = EB-‘D, by virtue of (ll), we have 
L(PCQ)U= (; ;)> 
which is upper DRD, and hence so is PCQ. n 
THEOREM 6. Let A E ST, and B E E by upper DRD [lower DRD or 
DRD] matrices. Then A 8 B is also upper DRD [lower DRD, DRD], where 
Q denotes the (right) Kronecker product of matrices. Conversely, if A E F, 
and B E 3 are nonnull and A 8 B is upper DRD [lower DRD or DRD], 
then so are A and B. 
Proof. We prove the result for upper DRD matrices only. Since A and 
B are upper DRD, from Corollary 3, 
A = L,D,U, and B = L,D,Uz, 
where, for i = 1, 2, Li is lower triangular, Vi is upper triangular, and Di is 
diagonal; also, the diagonal elements in the Li and Uj are all unity. Then 
(A @ R) = (L,D,U,) Q (-4DJJs) 
= (L, 8 L,)( D, 8 Dz)(Ul Q Uz) = LDU, 
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where L(U) is lower (upper) triangular with unit diagonal elements and D is 
diagonal. This proves the first part of the theorem. Conversely, if A @ B is 
upper DRD, A # 0, B # 0, then not all diagonal elements are zero; let a,, 
be the first nonvanishing diagonal element of A. Then one of the leading 
principal submatrix of A 8 B is 
0 0 
[ I 0 a,,B 
This is also upper DRD by our hypothesis. Hence B is upper DRD. To see 
that A is also upper DRD, first observe the following fact: Suppose U E E,,, 
V EFmn, WEE,, andV is nonnull. Then M(U@V)C.k(WSV)* 
M(U) c’.,&(W). To see this, write U @ V = (W @ V)X for some matrix 
X E K;,,,,. It is known (see e.g. [S], Theorem 9, p. 47) that there exist 
permutation matrices K,, E E,,, and K,, E z,, such that K,,(U 8 V)K,, 
= V @ U. It is easy to see that for the same K,, and some permutation 
matrix K,, E z,, we have K,,(W @ V )K,, = V @ W. Now 
V@U=K,,(U@V)K,,,=K,,(W@V)XK,, 
= K,,(W @ V) K,,K;,XK,,. 
Hence V @ U = (V 8 W )Y, where Y = Ki,, XK,,. Since by assumption V = 
(vij) is nonnull, some ulj # 0. Therefore, for uij f 0, we have uijU = 
C:= i v,,WY,. = WZ, where 
and each Yij is of order t X u. Hence M(U) CM(W). 
Now, if A E < is partitioned as 
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where A,, is square, then since B # 0 and 
A,, 63 B ’ 
A 0 B is upper DRD, whence .&(A,, 0 B) Cd( A,, @ B), which in turn 
implies that .&A,,) C&Ail). Similarly, .&(A;, 8 B’) C_&(Ail 8 B’) * 
&Ah,) CA( A;,). This completes the proof. 
Let us call a real square matrix A a P, -matrix if all the leading principal 
minors of A are positive. It is known (see, e.g., [3, Theorem 11.2.11) that a 
matrix A is a P, -matrix if and only if A = RS, where R(S) is a lower 
(upper) triangular matrix with positive diagonal entries. This is equivalent to 
the representation 
A = LDU, 
where L(U) is a lower (upper) triangular matrix with unit diagonal elements 
and D is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements. From Theorem 6, 
it follows that if A and B are P, -matrices, then so is A 8 B. We thus have 
COROLLARY 5. lf A and B are P, -matrices, then A 8 B is ako a 
P * -?natrix . 
The minus partial order on matrices was introduced by Hartwig [4] and 
Nambooripad [8]. For a pair of matrices A and B of the same order, we say 
B is larger than A in the minus order, written A < -B, if 
AK= BA- and A-A = A-B for some A-E {A-}. (12) 
The following result (see [6]) gi ves alternative equivalent conditions. 
LEMMA 11. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A <-B, 
(b) B = A @ (B - A), 
(c) rank B = rank A + ranti B - A), 
(4 (B-1 C {A-). 
Thus, from Lemma 6, we have 
(13) 
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Hereafter, we restrict attention to matrices in <. Suppose I,] and Ire are 
matrices formed respectively by the first u columns and the last n - u 
columns of the identity matrix Z,, and let 9UI and qn -“I be the column 
spans of I,, and Zlz respectively. Then 
JqC(Z,] =qn-u] and qqz,] =q”-“,. (14) 
It was observed by Mitra [71 that “[Ccl,l and qn-U1 are virtually disjoint 
(that is, have only the null vector in common) and so are M[C&,I and qn-“]. 
Consider the class %? of matrices 
iF = {K: K c-c, -4q K) C.9&], J(K’) cqn-u]}. (15) 
Then it was shown in [7] that K < -Ccz). Thus Ccz) is the unique maximal 
element in B and, by definition, the shorted matrix C relative to Y;n _,,] and 
the minus partial order [6]. Denoting SICIqUl, q,,,] by S,,,, Mitra [7] 
obtained the following 
THEOREM 7. Zf C is upper DRD, then S,,, exists for each u = 1, 2;**, n. 
Further, S,, + 1l - S,,, is at most of rank 1. 
The following converse of Theorem 7 was proved in [7]. 
THEOREM 8. Let C E &$, and Let S,,, exist for each u = 1, 2;**, n. Let 
8 be the smallest integerfor which SLe, is nonnull, and let S,, + 1l - S,,, be at 
most of rank unity for u = 8, 8 + l;**, n. Then C - Srel is upper DRD. 
Further, C is upper DRD if and only if SIel is so. 
In closing this paper, we give below a list of matrices that are upper 
DRD: 
(a) For m = n, all Hermitian nonnegative (nonpositive) definite matrices. 
In fact, these matrices are DRD. 
(b) For m = n, the P-matrices, (N-matrices) that is, matrices with all 
principal minors positive (negative). 
(cl For m = n, the strictly diagonally dominant matrices, that is, matrices 
A = (aij) with laiil > Cj+ilaijlVi. 
(d) Any matrix in Sr, n of rank r in which the first r principal minors are 
nonzero. 
(e) An extended lower (upper) triangular matrix with the property that if 
a diagonal element is null, the entire column (row) containing it is also null. 
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